
‘‘Ivan, whatever you do’
 
With the last sip of oasis Ivan swallowed the remaining fragment of 
Ibuprofen and slept his computer for lunch.
 
He was torn between leaving the office and waiting right there at his 
empty desk. He couldn’t make up his mind.
 
‘Ouch!’
 
Ivan looked up and saw a colleague, whose name he never remembered, 
struggling to adjust her chair. Her exclamation seemed louder than nec-
essary Ivan thought.The sound stirred a few other colleagues who were 
dispersed around the room engaged with their hot-desk lunches,.
 
‘Ouch’ the woman repeated ‘these things are so awkward, I thought I had 
it right there before, then it keeps pulling back up!?’
 
She was a short lady, today dressed all in black apart from a pair of red 
socks and shoulder length red hair (a slightly different shade.) She threw 
her weight backwards and forwards, up and down, against the hissing of 
the chair’s hydraulics with a remarkable energy. Ivan thought this energy 
was a little surprising for someone perhaps twenty years older than 
himself. On the few instances they had shared the office together, he had 
observed how this woman tended to complain of various aches and pains 
she was experiencing. Ivan always offered her his tablets. Some people 
around the place called her a hypochondriac; the correct term Ivan knew 
was ‘Illness anxiety disorder’ but in any case you wouldn’t call her that 
either.
 
Ivan thought the effort of this woman floundering back and forth in the 
centre of the room might distract the rest of the folk and interrupt the 
misty quiet of the afternoon with some chat. He anticipated some un-
demanding but still partly controversial topic surfacing . Ivan delighted 
in this thought for a few moments. There was plenty on the radio every 
hour to inspire them towards this kind of a conversation. He imagined 
one colleague at a time adding to the discussion, testing each other’s 
opinions, not wanting to upset or provoke. After all they barely knew 
each other here really. As it was on this occasion no one in the office 
piped up.
 
For a few moments he tried to place himself there beyond his own situ-
ation and Ivan considered the various indispositions the woman across 
from him had revealed over previous weeks. Ivan placed his fingers on 
his temples and felt his own headache brewing; he wanted to be sympa-
thetic to her struggle. He gave one last attempt to recall her name, but 
with no success. Eventually Ivan asked the woman:
 
‘How is your back today’?
She paused and smiled for a moment 
It’s …yeah it’s better thank you’ 
Then she went back to fiddling with the levers beneath her and simulta-
neously bit into a pear while she went on doing that.
 
Ivan himself didn’t feel hungry, he was aware of a dry smell in work 
today which was a nuisance to his appetite. ‘Could there be a universal 
‘smell of work’? He contemplated; it sure seemed likely. Today, Ivan 
thought, it was an especially pitiless, cheerless, dry smell and it was re-
ally overwhelming. 
 
Ivan felt like leaving the room and calling his wife. He wanted to hear 
her joke about how little work he actually did in his nine to five. He 
could picture his wife’s voice (her name was Mercy) down the phone 
putting on: ‘Ahhh you love me so much you remembered to call and ask 
me how my day is going!‘ Mercy was at home with their second child 
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Anna. They were both having more fun.
 
The problem with leaving the office to make this call (which would have 
genuinely brightened Ivan’s day) was that this particular lunch break 
there were managers all around the building. The Big Dogs were in. They 
didn’t often make appearances. This morning their cars had already been 
spotted outside. For Ivan though, staying put would mean being present 
when his colleague Juliet re-emerged from her appointment down the 
hallway. Juliet was right at this moment having to undergo the indignity 
of reapplying for her job. The job she had been working in this morning, 
her job was the thing currently on the line this lunchtime. When she was 
finished with, she would undoubtedly bring her experiences back to the 
office with her and Ivan wasn’t sure he wanted to know about these. So 
it was that Ivan’s thoughts were dithering in his current state. He didn’t 
have the balls to confront his managers during an accidental run in along 
the corridor and neither did he have the face to console Juliet when she 
returned. It’s hard to explain but Ivan just didn’t have any words. 
 
Beyond the room were Ivan sat, the corridor of this badly laid out build-
ing hooked around on odd angles. Along this walkway discreet offices 
and meeting rooms stemmed off on either side. Somewhere at the op-
posite end of this long corridor was the room where Juliet was. You see 
Ivan had walked around the grounds of this site many times before on 
quiet evenings when he was waiting for a lift from his wife. He had used 
that time to observe the building from the outside as he made laps of the 
car park.  Despite the building’s multiple awkward twists and angles he 
had  come to realise that the whole office block formed the rough shape 
of a horseshoe if seen from above. It had not escaped Ivan that the end 
of the east wing where he always stayed in fact swung very close to its 
equivalent windowless point in the west wing. There was at this seam, 
simply a narrow gap where sunlight fell between the concrete walls onto 
the bike racks and the spot where the cleaners smoked. 
 
Ivan let out a sigh as he reflected on all of this. The wall and noticeboard 
stared back, his eyes were glazed and sticky. He came to a pause for the 
thought that Juliet was probably really just a few metres on the other 
side of that noticeboard. 
 
Juliet was someone Ivan had a lot of time for.  In truth Ivan would admit 
that he actually admired this woman more than anyone else in work. The 
south and central hub (his team) had all been told that they would face 
‘reorganisation’ in the coming days and weeks. Ivan was amongst several 
staff that suspected he would need to be re-interviewed. Everyone men-
tioned it, rumours circulated. Juliet was the first to volunteer herself.  
 
Early on in Juliet’s career here,  she had made a dramatic impression on 
Ivan and so it was he had always associated her with a sort of bravery. 
It was a simple thing really, the way it had all happened: an intern, not 
long into her placement, collapsed. Just sort of conked out on the carpet. 
Luckily it happened in the staff room where there is thicker carpet. Ivan 
couldn’t remember if she had bumped her head a bit, in the end however 
she was ok from what he could recollect. Anyway Juliet was there all of a 
sudden, reaching for her straight away, crouching over her, talking to her 
the whole time. The girl started having a fit after about 10 seconds, real-
ly shaking and Juliet put her in the recovery position assisted by another 
colleague. ‘The recovery position is a weird sort of position really’ Ivan 
thought ‘It sort of looks illogical when someone is having convulsions, 
balancing the person in a shape and keeping them there horizontal along 
the thinnest part of them. But anyway Juliet had kept talking to her the 
whole time, holding her hand. Juliet even filled in the accident book 
report herself after the girl had recovered. And Ivan noticed her hands 
were wobbly, almost like she had absorbed some of the convulsions too. 
 
It was now one o’clock and Ivan had made up his mind. He swung his 
legs away from his desk rotated his ankles and finally got up. He walked
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over the silent carpet to a familiar spot in the back corner of the room 
where Alasdair was sitting. Alasdair was a friend of his. A warm and 
conventional man, who had once been merely a colleague and more 
recently had ended up being a friend. This development happened when 
both Ivan and Alasdair were being transferred to this new exciting team 
on the same day, now some 18 months ago. An unseasoned friendship 
became all the more necessary when Ivan eventually understood that 
Alasdair was a relatively ordinary person just like himself. 
 
Alasdair was ordinary, however one eccentricity manifested itself upon 
Alasdair’s desk. This is what Ivan could see now: an assortment of small 
colourful exhibits laid out on the wood counter surrounding his col-
league’s pens and paperwork. This collection, Ivan had witnessed many 
times before of course, but nonetheless it never failed to catch his eye. 
On display were little scenes predominantly made out of Lego, with little 
figurines performing the appropriate Lego task in each of the tableaus: 
Knights, skateboarders, ghosts with lipstick, red Indians, a lollipop lady, 
there were other objects too; shells and pinecones attached with balls of 
blue tac. It did a great job of capturing one’s attention, between the bor-
ing lever arch files and other regular stuff were these little dramas. It was 
one of those unresolvable mystery practices that people have, Ivan sus-
pected that he didn’t really do it for anyone else, just to please himself. 
 
‘Ok right Alasdair, I’m going out for lunch probably not for long, do you 
want anything?’ 
‘No pal, I’m fine’ 
Ivan was relieved. He had no intention of actually walking to any nearby 
shops. But before he had left Alasdair started again:
‘Listen, have you seen this email from Sandra Batley that just came in?’ 
Ivan tried to picture who Sandra Batley was;  it was probably one of the 
Big Dogs. something about the name indicated so.
‘No I haven’t seen it’ Ivan replied
 
‘Well on top of everything that’s going on they’re… basically they’re… 
what they’re doing is bringing forward the notice requirement’ 
Alasdair spoke with a clear voice but he made an obvious pause to read 
on further into the email for more details. Ivan noticed immediately that 
his friend’s hand was in the air and his forehead was a little bit wrinkled 
up above his glasses. This wasn’t a good sign thought Ivan. 
 
Ivan was very confused.  ‘Wait, hold up. What does notice requirement 
mean?’
Alasdair continued to summarise with several shakes of his head: ‘Ok so 
they say they are seeking just cause to get rid of people or at least switch 
them to a new position straight away.
‘What does ‘just cause’ mean though? It sounds like a jury service thing.’ 
‘Uhuh yeah that’s it, as in they have some reason so that they don’t need 
to give you a moment’s notice or whatever to finish up… to handover, 
you don’t get to pack up or make an appeal or anything you’ll just be 
done and they have the final say. 
Ivan looked in closer to the text of the email leaning over Alasdair’s 
shoulder and the Lego models. Ivan asked quietly. ‘ But they never even 
said they were definitely re-interviewing anyone yet. Let alone you 
now…. You know- decreasing resources … or our posts or whatever?’
 
A voice leapt up quite ineptly from amongst the other desks. Ivan and 
Alasdair looked up from the email to see a pale man in a wrinkled white 
shirt ‘Yeah the last newsletter they sent around said the decision making 
process wasn’t finished yet’. 
Other heads began to lift up from desks, Ivan understood from this 
sudden engagement from everyone else that the air of concentration in 
the room wasn’t people getting on with their work or their lunches for 
that matter. They had all been just waiting for more news of this kind to 
trickle through today. In reality no one was busy with anything. 
 

‘Fuck the newsletter!’ Yet another voice cut through, far more convincing 
this time than the previous person. It was Elaine; a woman who spoke at 
great pace, with many years experience of getting words out fast. Ivan 
liked her, but he thought he had never met anyone more cynical in his 
life and he never told her he liked her. ‘Christ, you don’t need a newslet-
ter to tell you, this stuff has always gone on here. The last reorganisa-
tion shite didn’t even get completed before this one was started up. The 
company basically does this every five years right? peaks and troughs? 
They shuffle everything around, ‘just cause’ no-one gets a say in it in the 
end. Right? Frank you remember in 2009 don’t you?’ Elaine gestured to 
an older man opposite. Frank spoke in contrast with much more delib-
eration, ears around the office lifted even more: ‘Aye, we’ve all heard ‘Just 
Cause’ before. They write it, they say it, they don’t explain it.’ 
 
Ivan was startled by the quick animation of this strange bunch, There 
they were now shaking  heads, wittering or turning to speak to one 
another. Alasdair wasn’t really moving though, just sat re analysing 
the words and voicing a few phrases loudly: ‘Human resource manage-
ment centre… where the fuck is that then?’ hmmm hmmm…. grievance 
process, fair representation…what a load of bollocks!’  A couple of work 
experience staff were caught unhappily in the central island of desks 
between the reactions and the mutterings. Without gambling a glance at 
each other they continued to pretend their way through some laminating 
task. 
 
It was only a quarter of an hour ago that Ivan had sat wanting a conver-
sation to pick up. But this one wasn’t it. He felt a hot sense of alarm. with 
all this nonsense being spoken by everyone he was silent on the inside. 
Not just speech, not just conversation were failing him, but inside his 
head where his own voice often spoke he just didn’t have the vocabu-
lary. So Ivan - not wanting to look up - retraced the entertainments of 
Alasdair’s desk until he saw a the tin there. It was filled with a thousand 
unconstructed Lego pieces. What caught his eye though was a pink shell 
laying there amongst the other colours, partially exposed. He instinc-
tively closed his fingers around it, placed it in his pocket then he walked 
out of the room and away from the commotion. Out a few metres into 
the corridor, he backtracked only to shut the office door with a smooth 
click and then continue on his way. He didn’t want to be responsible for 
the noise and loose conversation escaping out of the room.  
 
Ivan was now away and walking, weaving his way around the 4th floor 
network. The walkway leading to the fire escape staircase often re-
minded him of a ship’s interior (At least that’s what he imagined because 
He couldn’t recall ever really having set foot on a ship). On either side of 
him were circular windows reinforced with interior wire mesh. He could 
see people moving inside the offices but didn’t stop by any of the doors. 
Eventually he found himself in the quiet staircase, which once inside and 
the door shut behind, was like an airlock chamber. All of a sudden very 
still, comfortable, serene. He called his wife.
 
‘It should be called shitemove not rightmove’ Mercy let out a giggle down 
the phone. His wife was obviously impressed with her own so she carried 
on: ‘ The UK’s number one properly webshite!’ 
‘properly, property, yeh I get it’ Ivan laughed too.
Ivan’s sister was in the process of moving closer to Ivan and his family. So 
very kindly Mercy was helping her sister in law search for places to buy 
nearby. The dual effort worked well, the two of them got on, the hope 
was that with his sister around they could get more help with childcare
How’s Anna? Ivan asked, He knew his daughter was in good hands but 
he missed her everyday. Especially now that he was back at work full 
time. 
‘She’s asleep, what do you think? That’s what babies do, it’s all they do. 
It’s kind of lame really…Although I was thinking of just leaving her to 
snooze and going to the Vue to watch Star Wars, it’s the last screening 
of the new one today, I think it’s only like 113 minutes long so I’m sure 
Anna would survive here for a little while she is six months old now after 
all… I’m joking obviously’ 
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They remained chatting for something like 15 minutes. Ivan made him-
self comfortable, folded his jacket and sat on the stairs. He was just lis-
tening to his wife and laughing along. He dangled his hand between the 
spindle bars of the staircase across the void, four floors suspended below. 
He manoeuvred the shell between his fingers. ‘If it fell’ he wondered ‘it 
would properly smash wouldn’t it?’ No one ever used these staircases 
really, there were lifts elsewhere in the block and he knew he was alone. 
He liked this shell though, ‘maybe it is brittle’ he thought ‘but it feels 
strong’. He carefully brought it back through the bars and returned it to 
his pocket.
 
Eventually the conversation came to a natural close ‘Ok you better get 
back to work Ivan. But before I forget, could you sneakily print some of 
that stuff out, I’ve just emailed you it. There should be like ten pages. Oh 
and let me know what you think of the last one, it’s expensive but I think 
she might go for it’  
‘Ok sure.’ Ivan replied ‘See you tonight’
 
Ivan felt better now. His disposition improved as he made his way back 
to the office. His headache had softened. He breathed through open 
nostrils past that familiar smell of work and on to cleaner airstreams. His 
thoughts came back to how strange a day he was experiencing and at the 
same time how average it felt too. Where is the threshold between a day 
and all the rest? 
 
With renewed confidence, Ivan approached his office once more. From 
the door he gazed in. There was a definite shift in pace from a quarter of 
an hour ago. Juliet was there, Yes her interview must have finished. She 
was not back at her desk however. Instead Ivan watched her standing 
with one hand on the table in front of her. He recognised her confident 
presence, She was obviously in the process of answering questions.  All 
their colleagues sat around the place and seemed agitated still, but they 
were listening all the same, their attention on Juliet. Ivan remained 
behind the doorframe, unsure whether slipping past was a good idea at 
this point. As soon as she clocked him though Juliet turned and spoke 
straight to him full of intention:  ‘Whatever you do Ivan don’t go in there 
without the union’
 
Ivan remained still, he had no idea whether, she meant now? Soon? 
Later? He felt a difficult sensation come over him there in the doorway; 
the sort which a teenager feels when being asked to immediately step 
up beyond what they’re actually capable of. The words really hung there 
between them all in the room ‘Ivan, Whatever you do, don’t go in there 
without the union with you’
 
Juliet smiled at him, a smile, which was aimed at reassuring and mask-
ing an anxious excitement. Her eyes gestured without saying it: ‘we will 
be ok we’re all in the same boat now’. Though he recognised her effort 
and returned a smile, Ivan felt entirely unprepared. Did Juliet think he 
wanted in on all this? Because straight up, he had no idea what boat 
she was on? He couldn’t connect the intensity of the situation with her 
words. Her smile lingered. Ivan managed his response, again no words 
came, he lifted his eyebrows tilted his head up and down briefly. 
 
‘Anyway don’t worry’ Juliet spoke again they’ve told us to sit tight and 
not say anything. You won’t be meeting them for a while I reckon Ivan’ 
A pause followed ‘I shouldn’t have even agreed to meet the management 
today; I never should have made the first move, that’s what the trade 
union rep said, that’s why we should listen to them from now on alright.’ 
 
There was another long pause and Juliet continued: ’Sandra and the 
other managers were trying to tear me apart. She’s an awful bitch man! 
I honestly thought I’d be able to negotiate a bit with them…They must 
be shit scared for their own jobs though. It’s so clear that they’re trying 
to rush this whole procedure through but now it’s going to take months. 

In all likelihood it’s getting taken to arbitration stage, that’s my guess. It 
doesn’t matter though; you should have seen their faces man, when this 
lady from the union came in. 
  
‘You said her name was Bicknell right? Frank interjected; Frank was the 
older man with a slow voice who had spoken before. And for a moment 
Ivan felt relief from having to give affirmative looks and nods in Juliet’s 
direction. Her face remained honest and passionate. She turned back to 
the others in the room to follow the response.
‘Yep that’s right Emma Bicknell, she’s the official for us from the union, 
she’s coming to speak to you all tomorrow, she gave me a whole bunch 
of her cards.’ Juliet carefully placed the cards on the table in front of her, 
there were plenty.
‘So what, we’re all to follow the same line then. Is that it? It’s us against 
the management, But the union is behind us though yeh?’
‘Yes, I think so Frank. you see the steward Emma, she said we are in a 
position of collective bargaining right now.’ 
 
By this point Ivan had got to his desk, he had his computer on and the 
phrase ‘collective bargaining’ in the search bar. He had a huge headache 
again. For all the listening he was always doing, for all the paying atten-
tion and getting on, he was wordless to tackle this new thing that was 
happening. He felt the presence of the union representative somewhere 
distant but getting closer; a call to his mobile or a letter through the 
door, full of questions. Once he had clicked into the search bar several 
times on his computer,it told him he had the spelling wrong. However 
the first link that came up was ‘Definition for Common Labour Terms’ so 
Ivan carefully checked that. He scanned the list.  
 

Arbitration, Arbitrator
Around the stone
Bad faith
Bargaining Agent
Bargaining Committee
Bargaining Survey
Basic rate 
Boycott
Bumping
Casuals
Caucus 
Chapel
Check Off 
Consolidation
Closed shop
Collective Agreement, 
Agreement, Contract 
Collective Bargaining 
Cooling off period
Concessions 
Conciliation 
Contracting out
Cost-of-Living Adjustment 
Decertification
Dilution
Discipline
Discrimination
Dispute
Duty of Fair Representation 
Duty to accommodate
Employment equity
Employment standards
/Labour Standards
Essential services
Ethnic group
Exclusive Negotiation Rights 
Expedited arbitration
Final Offer.
General Membership Meeting
Grandparenting 
Greivance/ 

Grievance Procedure 
Harassment
Hearsay Evidence 
Heterosexism
Homophobia
Human rights
Impasse 
Innocent absenteeism
Interest Arbitration
Job classification
Job security
Just Cause Labour relations
Last-Chance agreement
Layoff
Leave of absence
Letter of Understanding 
(LOU)
Lockout 
Mandate Vote
Management rights
Master agreement
Mediation 
Merger
National Representative
Negotiations
Negotiation Rights 
“No Board” Report
Officers
Open Period
Paid Leave
Parties
Past Practice
People of Colour
People with Disabilities
Picket Line
piecework
Precedent
Prejudice
Privatisation
Probationary Period
Progressive Discipline

Promotion
Quorum
Racism
Raiding
Rand Formula
Ratification 
Recall
Recognition Clause -
Red-Circling 
Reinstatement 
Religious exemption
Reopening Clause 
Retroactive
Scab
Severance Pay
Sexism
Sexual orientation
Shift differential
Side Bar 
(Short for side-bargaining) 
Slowdown / Work to rule
Solidarity 
Satutory freeze
Steward
Strike / Strike Pay
Successor
Super-Seniority
Suspension
Third Party
Transfer
Transgender
Transphobia
Trial Period
Trusteeship
Unfair Labour practice
Union label/Union Bug
Union Shop
Voluntary recognition
Without prejudice
Work stoppage
Wrongful dismissal


